In ongoing discussions about the nature of the African city, architects, urban planners, sociologists, anthropologists, demographers and others devote much attention to the built form, and more generally to the city's material infrastructure. Architecture has become a central issue in western discourses and reflections on how to plan, engineer, sanitize and transform the urban site and its public spaces. Mirroring that discourse, architecture has also started to occupy an increasingly important place in the attempts to come to terms with the specificities of the African urbanscape and to imagine new urban paradigms for the African city of the future. Very often these new urban futures manifest themselves as 'cities yet to come' 1 in the form of billboards and advertisements. Through an aesthetic display of modernization as spectacle, and inspired by urban models from Dubai and other recent urban hot spots from the Global South, these images foster new dreams and hopes, even though the new city they propose invariably gives rise to new geographies of exclusion, as such a city often takes the form of gated communities and luxury satellite towns for an often still rather hypothetical local upper middle class. In sharp contrast to these -often violentneoliberal re-codings of earlier colonialist modernities, the current infrastructure of Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo, is of a rather different kind. The built colonial legacy has often fallen into disrepair. Its functioning is punctuated by constant breakdown, and the city is replete with disconnected infrastructural fragments, figments, reminders and echoes of a former modernity that continues to exist in a shattered form, but no longer has the content that originally went with it. These fragments are embedded in other historical rhythms and temporalities, in entirely different layers of infrastructure, land ownership rights and social networks. Failing material infrastructures and an economy of scarcity physically delineate the limits of the possible in the city. At the same time however, they also generate other possibilities and enable the creation of new social spaces by means of which breakdown and exclusion are bypassed and overcome. In a collaborative effort between anthropology and photography, a project that has afrika focus -Volume 31, Nr. 2 resulted in a book and an exhibition 2 , the present authors, visual artist Sammy Baloji and anthropologist Filip De Boeck reflect on these various -different but simultaneous -narratives of urban place-making. In this joint work we offer a visual study of elements that defy verbal narration: the city's affective landscapes and moods. As such we consider changes in how cities and territories are imagined by different kinds of people in the DRC today. Essentially, our ethnographic, photographic and filmic exploration of the city's scape offers an investigation into the qualities of the 'hole'. One could say that, today, the notion of the hole (libulu in Lingala, the lingua franca in large parts of Congo) fully captures the essence of the city's material quality. It defines the generic form of Congo's postcolonial urban infrastructure. Indeed, the surface of the Congolese city is pockmarked with potholes, while unstoppable erosion points constantly eat away at the urban tissue. Similarly, the surface of the Congolese landscape is disfigured by artisanal mining holes and the holes of (often unmarked) graves. In fact the concept of the 'hole' has become a kind of meta-concept that people use to reflect upon the material degradation of the city's colonial modernist infrastructure and to rework the closures and often dismal quality of the social life that has followed the material ruination of the colonial city. What our work reflects upon, then, is basically the question of how this 'reworking' takes place, and how in terms of the experience of Congolese urban residents, this postcolonial hole is filled. What possible Sammy Baloji is a photographer and visual artist from the Democratic Republic of the Congo. He currently works between Lubumbashi and Brussels. The recipient of many awards, his work has been exhibited in important museums and artistic venues across the world.
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